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SVN on iPhone - read
only access to repository I
have an iphone app I'm
developing under SVN. I
use it to access my code.
I've added the url like this:
svn --username dave
--password dave
dave.mysite.com/ And I'm
fine to do things like get a
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list of repositories etc...
However, I can't see how
to check out files locally, I
just see how to check
things out to a folder that
doesn't have an actual
repository. I just want to
do a "checkout" into a
local folder so that I can
test on my device before I
commit it to the server. I
can't find anything on the
net explaining how to use
SVN in this way. Any
ideas? A: It sounds like
you want the svn serve
command (from the
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command line: svn serve)
If you have an svn:// URL,
that would be the same
as going to a web
directory and using a web
browser, and checking
out a file. With the'svn
serve' command, the
server is listening on port
8180 on your computer,
and you can connect to
that port, and do svn
commands. A: You want
to use the SVN repository
over the network. I
assume you have a
working copy on your
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device. When you need to
check something out, do
svn co local-copy If you
need to commit, you can
do that too: svn commit
local-copy I don't know of
any easy way to keep that
copy of the data up-todate, I believe you have
to
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Click here to get started
on how you can fix or edit
this discussion.
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